Description

`varmanage` opens the Variables Manager. The Variables Manager allows for the sorting and filtering of variables for the purpose of setting properties on one or more variables at a time. Variable properties include the name, label, storage type, format, value label, and notes. The Variables Manager also can be used to create `varlists` for the Command window.

Menu

Data > Variables Manager

Syntax

`varmanage`

Remarks and examples

A tutorial discussion of `varmanage` can be found in [GS] 7 Using the Variables Manager (GSM, GSU, or GSW).

Also see

[D] `drop` — Drop variables or observations
[D] `edit` — Browse or edit data with Data Editor
[D] `format` — Set variables’ output format
[D] `label` — Manipulate labels
[D] `notes` — Place notes in data
[D] `rename` — Rename variable